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COHERENCE OF  ONE POLYNOMIAL  RING

WOLMER  V.   VASCONCELOS1

Abstract. The main result is that A[x], the polynomial ring

in one variable over the domain A of global dimension two, is

coherent. As an application, the quotient rings of A[x] which have

finite global dimension are examined.

Introduction. A ring is said to be coherent if all of its finitely generated

ideals are finitely presented. Although supposedly a generalization of the

noetherian condition the coherence property is, most often, a consequence

of a variety of deeper properties of the ring. In §§1 and 2 we will exemplify

this by using the structure theory of a domain A of global dimension two

to prove that A[x] is coherent. In §3 this result is applied to examine the

rings of finite global dimension of the form R[x]/I, I a finitely generated

ideal.

1. Coherence of A[x]: Local case. Let A denote in this section a com-

mutative local ring with maximal ideal M and global dimension two (in

particular every ideal of A has projective dimension at most one).

We shall need the following description of A [8], which together with

[5] will be our source for terminology.

(1) A is a coherent domain with G.C.D.

(2) If M is principal or not finitely generated, A is a valuation domain.

(3) Otherwise M is generated by two elements, its other finitely gener-

ated prime ideals are principal and the remaining primes are linearly

ordered and divisible by each prime element.

To resume: A is either (i) a valuation domain, or (ii) a noetherian ring,

or (iii) a hybrid of the preceding cases obtained in the following way. There

is a valuation domain V with maximal ideal P and a noetherian regular

local ring N<=- V/P of dimension two with total ring of quotients V/P and

A=f~1(N) where/is the canonical mapping V-*V\P. In this last case A

will be called an umbrella ring.
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Theorem 1.1. Let A be a local ring of global dimension two; then A[x]

is coherent.

Proof. Let B denote A [x] ; we recall that B is coherent if and only if

E=\~[ B, a direct product of an arbitrary family of copies of B, is B-ñat

(cf.. [3]). If A is a valuation domain the result is an immediate consequence

of [7, p. 25]. The noetherian case being trivial we shall assume, according

to previous considerations, that A is an umbrella ring.

To show the flatness of E above we shall need the following technical

result [7, p. 66].

Proposition 1.2. Let R be a commutative ring, S a multiplicative set

of nonzero divisors of R and let E be an R-module. If(i) E is S-torsion free,

(ii) E/sE is R/sR-flatfor all elements in S and, (iii) the localization Es is Rs-

flat, then E is R-flat.

In the above proposition let R=A[x], A an umbrella ring and let S

be the multiplicative set generated by the prime elements of A. Notice

that for each such element s, A/sA is a noetherian ring and that As is a

valuation domain. Thus with E the aforementioned direct product, the

conditions (i) and (ii) of (1.2) are trivially satisfied and we proceed to test

(iii). For that we will show that TorB*(Fs, Bs/I)=0 for each finitely

generated ideal / of Bs. Since As is a valuation domain, Bs is a G.C.D.

domain (cf. [5, p. 42, Example 9]).

Let / be a finitely generated ideal ofBs; if / had a common factor, say d,

we could write I=d- J and thus

0^dBs/I^Bs/I^Bsl(d)^0

yields that TorBs(Es, Bs/I)=Totbs(Es, Bs/J) as Es is torsion free.

Now let us assume / generated by n elements, with G.C.D. = 1. Since

As is a valuation domain (and hence semihereditary) the weak global

dimension of As[x] is two [4]. As it is also coherent [7, p. 25] there is a

resolution
0-^K-+Bns--I-*0

with K finitely generated and Bs-ñat (and hence 5s-projective). But

according to [11] K is Bs-free of rank necessarily n—1.

Write the sequence above as

(*) Cy^B'^l^B's-^I^O

where by changing conveniently the generators of / we may assume that

the matrix representing/has all of its entries in A[x].

According to the well-known description of the ideals of projective

dimension one presented as in (*) (cf. [2] or [5, p. 148, Example 8]), /
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can then be written I=(dx, ■ • • , d„)s, where the J/s are the (« — 1)x(m— 1)

minors of/. Let D = (dx, • • • , d„) be the corresponding ideal of A[x].

Write ¿= G.C.D. of the dfs (up to a unit) in B (notice that B is also a

G.C.D. domain). After localizing in Bs we conclude that d becomes a unit

in Bs and thus may be taken to be an element of S.

We construct now the following commutative diagram with exact rows

and column.

0

B" -=-> D

(**) 0—> B"-1—> B"

K

0

where C is the cokernel off (no danger of confusion) and L is the kernel

of g obtained by taking A"-1 Cf) w"h the natural identifications (here f\

denotes exterior power and t the transpose). From the serpent lemma

[1, p. 40] we get that A^L/Image(/). With the d above

Lemma 1.3.   d-K=(0).

Proof.   Let (rx, • • • , r„) be an element of B" such that 2 rA—Ql

it is enough to show that there exists (xx, • • • , x„_x) in B"-1 such that

i=n

2 a¡ixi = dr¡,      j = 1, • • • , «,   where/ = (a¡A.
i=l

From Cramer's rule we have a solution (xx, • ■ • , xn_x) with components

in the field of quotients of B, where, for instance,

xx = flj   • detl
\an.2 ' ' ' a„_n_x,   dr

so that dxxx=dtx, with txe B. Write dx=dex to get exxxeB; similarly

we have e}xx e B for any e¡ (=djd) so that (ex, • • • , en) ■ xx<=-B. As the

ideal generated by the e/s has 1 for its G.C.D. we conclude xx e B.

We are now in a position to conclude the proof of the theorem. For that
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tensor the diagram (**) by-(F] B) ®A As to obtain

k®b(YJb) ®aas^c®b{YIb) ®aas-*d ®b{T~[b) ®aAs-»0

II
(***)      0 I

O-fll*)   ®A¿S -►   (TIC)   ®A¿B ->(TlD)   ®A¿S^0

where the modules on the left are trivial by the lemma and the middle

vertical map is an isomorphism since C is finitely presented. This allows

us to conclude that

d ®B (n b) ®a as^ (n b) ®a as

which amounts to saying that TorBs(Es, Bs/I)=0, as desired.

2. Coherence of A [x] : Global case. In this section A will be, unless

otherwise specified, a domain of global dimension two. The proof that

A [x] is coherent will be a consequence of (i) the local case as discussed

in the preceding section, (ii) the finite generation of certain prime ideals

of A, and (iii) a theorem of Raynaud [7, Theorem 3.4.6].

The following result will initiate our discussion.

Proposition 2.1. Let A be a domain of global dimension two and let M

be a prime ideal containing two noncomparable prime ideals. Then M is a

finitely generated maximal ideal.

Before we embark on the proof notice that for each finitely generated

ideal / of A we have an exact sequence

0^L-+A"-+I^0

with L /4-projective. As A is a domain, it is easily seen by rank considera-

tion that L is finitely generated ; hence A is a coherent ring.

Proof. From the local structure theory of [8] it follows that M

is a maximal ideal. Let P, Q be two noncomparable prime ideals contained

in M and pick elements a eP\Q, b e Q\P. Let / be the ideal generated by

a and b. Resolve this ideal in the following way :

0 —> L —> A2 -^> (a, b) —> 0

where <f>(x,y)=ax—by. L is then isomorphic to the ideal (a):b =

{r e A\rb e (a)}. Since I is a projective module, we may pick, in the

manner of [1, p. 138], a partition of the unity (fx, • ■ • ,fn)=A with the

property that Lf is ^-free. (Here/stands for any of the//s and L} is the

module of fractions arising out of the multiplicative set of powers of/.)
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Clearly, in proving the finite generation of M it is enough to consider

only those localizations At in which M survives (i.e./^ M). Notice that

in these cases the choices of a, b are not affected. Thus change notation

and assume that L is a free ^4-module, say L=A • «,, oc=(u, v). As (b, a) e

L, (b, a)=c • (u, v). It is easy to see that c is the G.C.D. of a, b (Note. This

is not to say that A is a G.C.D. domain!) and u, v are elements in M

forming a regular sequence. Write now /= (u, v) and apply twice the change

of rings theorem of [6, p. 172] to have that A/J is a ring of finitistic pro-

jective dimension zero, i.e. A/J is a perfect ring. According to [3, p. 467]

however, A/J being both perfect and coherent is artinian. In particular,

MjJ is finitely generated and M will also be finitely generated.

We shall refer to prime ideals of A such as M as a special maximal ideal.

For convenience, we quote the following remarkable result of Raynaud

which will be the key to proving the coherence of A[x]. For simplicity

we state it for the case of a domain.

Theorem 2.2. Let B be an algebra of finite presentation over the domain

A and let E be a B-module of finite type. Then the set U of primes of B such

that EP is Affilât (p=inverse image ofP in A) is an open subset ofSpec(B)

and E(U) is a B(U)-module of finite presentation.

For our setting, let A be a domain of global dimension two, let B=

A[xx, • • • , x„], the polynomial ring in n variables over A and let £ be a

finitely generated ideal / of B.

Proposition 2.3. In the above conditions, if Bp is coherent for each

prime p of A then B is coherent.

Taking into account Theorem 1.1 we can state the main result of this

paper.

Corollary 2.4. If A is a domain of global dimension two; then A[x]

is coherent.

Proof of 2.3. Let P be a prime ideal of B and' let p=PC\A. If IP is

not Ap-ñat, p must be a special maximal ideal as otherwise Ap is a valua-

tion domain [8]. In particular it follows that V= Spec(B)\U, in the notation

of Theorem 2.2, is a closed set and the primes in it are finitely generated.

Thus F is a noetherian space and can be expressed as a finite union of its

irreducible components

V = V(PX) ¡u • • • U V(Pn).

Write Pi=A r\Pi and let J=px ■ ■ • p„; J is a finitely generated ideal of A,

say J=(fi, • • • ,fm) (f^O). Consider the following change of rings

B^BPiX ■■■xBPnxBfix-- xBfm;
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in a component such as Bp. the ideal IB,,, is of finite presentation by

hypothesis, while IBf. is A,-ñat by construction and thus of finite presen-

tation by the second part of Theorem 2.2. Finally, notice that the change

of rings is faithfully fiat and the conclusion follows.

3. Regular quotients of A[x]. Let A be a domain of global dimension

two and let / be a finitely generated ideal of A[x]. Using the results of [8]

and that of the preceding section we study some of the regular (i.e. of

finite global dimension) rings of the type C=A[x]/I. The main intent is

to study the minimal prime ideals of C as its finiteness is closely related

to the noetherianness of C. To make the arguments much simpler we will

only consider the local case.

This analysis will depend, firstly, on the possible projective dimension

of / (0, 1, and 2, yielding correspondingly three distinct cases). An initial

remark to make is that since A [x] is a G.C.D. domain, if we write I=d • J

with d=G.C.F>. of I, then (d, J)=(I). Indeed, otherwise for some maximal

ideal M, CM would be coherent by the preceding section, regular but not

a domain, which conflicts with [10]. More generally we have that any

factorization of / yields a decomposition of C into a direct product.

Case 0. / is a projective ideal. Then /= (/), a polynomial. Let d be the

G.C.D. of the coefficients of / f=d ■ g. We may also factor g into

g=gx ■ ■ ■ gn where each gi is a prime element. Reasoning as before we

conclude

C = (A/(d))[x] x A[x]/(gx) X • • • X A[x]/(gn).

Notice that d (if not trivial) is an indecomposable element of A and,

this ring being a G.C.D., d is a prime element. Taking into account the

structure of A we may even add that d is an element in M\M2, and that

this component of C is noetherian.

By the change of rings theorem of [5, p. 124, Theorem C] each of the

other components is a domain of global dimension at most two.

Case 1. Projective dimension of 1=1. As before write /=/•/,/=

G.C.D. of/, to get

C = A[x]/(f) X A[x]/J.

The component A [x]/(f) is as described in the previous case while A [x]/J

is, by the change of rings theorem of [9], a hereditary ring, hopefully a

Dedekind ring (i.e. a finite direct product of Dedekind domains).

We show that this last statement is correct, that is A[x]/Jis noetherian,

whenever the Krull dimension of A is finite. Note that JC\A=L^(Q) as

otherwise there is 0?¿b e A such that b • /<= (g). J being a radical ideal, L

is also a radical ideal. Confronting this remark with the possible nature

of A we get the following. If A is a valuation ring, L is a prime ideal; if
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A is an umbrella ring but A/L is not noetherian, L is also a prime ideal.

These are the only cases for which we must show the noetherianness of

A[x]/J. With /' denoting the image of J in (AjL)[x] we may write our ring

as (A¡L)[x\IJ' and J' n(A/L)=(0).

Proposition 3.1. Let A be a local ring of global dimension two and let

L be a prime ideal not finitely generated. Then A/L has global dimension

at most two.

Proof. We are thus avoiding the noetherian case. Let / be an ideal

properly containing L. The sequence

0-*I-+A->AII->0
yields

0 -*■ L/LI -* IILI -* A/L -* A¡I -> 0.

If we show L=LI (i.e. Torf (Ají, A¡L)=0) and taking into account that

L is .¿-flat it will follow that an ^//.-resolution for A\I may be obtained

by tensoring an ^-resolution of Ají by A/L.

First consider the case of a finitely generated ideal I=(ax, • • • , an) =

d(bx, • • • , bn) not contained in L (here d= G.C.D. of the afs). As

(bx, • • • , b„) contains a power of the maximal ideal M of A (we are really

examining only the umbrella case [7]) and LM=L, L dd(bx, • • • , b„)=dL,

that is / r\L=LI.

For an arbitrary ideal /properly containing L, write /=2 4> h running

over the finitely generated subideals of / not contained in L. Then IC\L=

2Ln/a=2L/a=L/and thus L=LI as desired.

To complete our examination of Case 1, picking up the notation of

before we have C=A[x]l(f)xA'[x]¡J' and the conclusion follows as the

second component is hereditary of lower Krull dimension.

Remark. It is likely that in all cases (even in the missing one, that of

projective dimension two) one always obtains that C has only a finite

number of idempotents.
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